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Police arrest man after
attempted theft of
Magna Carta at
Salisbury Cathedral
Incident is a further blow to English city
following the novichok poisonings
earlier this year
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The damaged case protecting the Magna Carta at the Salisbury
Cathedral Courtesy of Wiltshire Police

A man has been arrested on suspicion of the
“attempted theft” of the Magna Carta at Salisbury
Cathedral, according to Wiltshire Police. The
incident was first reported yesterday evening (25
October), but police have since announced it as a
suspected attempt at theft, rather than vandalism.
Yesterday afternoon alarms were activated when a
man smashed the glass box surrounding the
Magna Carta, which is displayed to visitors in the
cathedral’s chapter house. This was shortly before
5pm, when the exhibition was due to close to the
public. Police were immediately called and the
entire cathedral was evacuated. There were no
injuries.
Photographs suggest that the glass case was hit
with a hammer-like object in the upper left corner,
making a small hole, but without breaking the rest

of the toughened glass. A cathedral statement
says that it is “undamaged”.
Witnesses described the man involved and a 45year-old matching his description was arrested on
suspicion of attempted theft, possession of an
offensive weapon and criminal damage. He was
taken for questioning at Melksham police station,
40km north of Salisbury. Police are now appealing
to witnesses to come forward.
There are four surviving original copies of the
Magna Carta (Great Charter), dating from 1215
(another is at Lincoln cathedral and two are at the
British Library). The Salisbury version is the finest
of the four. The document is regarded as the
cornerstone of English liberty, law and democracy.
The Magna Carta exhibition will remain closed until
further notice, although a cathedral statement says
that they “aim to reopen as soon as possible”. This
incident will cause further damage to Salisbury’s
tourist business, following the novichok poisonings
earlier this year.

